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Outline

❑ Introduction
➢ |S|=1 neutral-current hadron decays with missing energy (E) & 

their data

❑ New interactions ds quarks with invisible fermions
➢ Kaon & hyperon decays as complementary probes of new physics.

➢ Kaon constraints & enhanced hyperon rates.

❑ New ds quark interactions with invisible spin-0 bosons

❑ Conclusions
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Rare hadron decays with missing energy

❑ In the standard model (SM) the strangeness-changing neutral current 
decays of light hadrons with missing energy (E) arise mainly from the 
loop-induced quark transition sd.

❑ Such decays are therefore highly suppressed in the SM, with 
branching fractions of order 10−10 or less 
➢ E.g. 

❑ Thus, observing significantly larger branching fractions of these 
processes at ongoing or upcoming experiments would likely be 
indicative of new physics (NP).

SM:
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Data available

❑ 1

❑ 2

❑ 3

❑ No data yet in the baryon sector.
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Data available

❑ 1

❑ 2

❑ 3

❑ No data yet in the baryon sector.

❑ BESIII is going to search for hyperon decays with missing energy.
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Flavor-SU(3) octet of spin-1/2 baryons & decuplet of spin-3/2 baryons

 Hyperons
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Contributions of invisible spin-½ fermions
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Contributions of invisible spin-½ fermions
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Hadronic matrix elements

❑ Mesonic matrix elements which don’t vanish:

❑ Vanishing ones:
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Contributions of various couplings to kaon modes
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❑ Lf

❑ couplings

❑ massless case    



Hadronic matrix elements

❑ The baryonic matrix elements are estimated with aid of chiral perturbation theory 
(PT) at leading order:

❑ Most of them don’t vanish in leading-order PT.
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Contributions of various couplings to kaon & hyperon modes
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❑ Lf

❑ couplings



SM predictions for hyperon decays with missing energy                    
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SM predictions for hyperon decays with missing energy                    
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Constraints from kaon sector
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Constraints from kaon sector
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NP-enhanced hyperon rates

❑ Consider new physics contributing to hyperon decays with missing 
energy only via operators with parity-odd quark parts
➢ assuming f to be a nonstandard particle with negligible mass.
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NP-enhanced hyperon rates (mf = 0)

❑ NP contributing only via operators with pseudocalar ds part.

❑ constraints
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NP-enhanced hyperon rates (mf = 0)

❑ NP contributing only via operators with pseudocalar ds part.

❑ constraints

❑ These numbers are still 2 to 3 orders of magnitude beyond the 
expected BESIII reach.
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NP-enhanced hyperon rates (mf = 0)

❑ NP contributing only via operators with axial-vector ds part
➢ with the couplings assumed to be real.

❑ constrants
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NP-enhanced hyperon rates (mf = 0)

❑ NP contributing only via operators with axial-vector ds part
➢ with the couplings assumed to be real.

❑ constrants

❑ The upper values of these limits exceed the BESIII sensitivity levels.
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NP-enhanced hyperon rates  (mf  0)

❑ With mf > 0, more possibilities could arise.

❑ possibilities 
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NP-enhanced hyperon rates  (mf  0)
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NP-enhanced hyperon rates  (mf  0)

❑ With mf > 0, even more interesting possibilities could arise.

❑ possibilities 
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NP-enhanced hyperon rates  (mf  0)

❑ With mf > 0, even more interesting possibilities could arise.

❑ possibilities 
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NP-enhanced hyperon rates  (mf  0)
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Contributions of invisible spin-0 bosons
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NP-enhanced hyperon rates  (m  0)
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Conclusions

❑ Flavor-changing neutral current hyperon & kaon decays with missing 
energy are potentially sensitive to physics beyond the SM, but they do 
not probe the same set of the underlying NP operators.

❑ The proposed BESIII measurements on the hyperon modes may test 
parts of the NP parameter space better than present kaon data can.

❑ Two of the hyperon modes serve as the only direct probes of certain 
types of NP involving invisible particles in the 114-175 MeV mass range. 

❑ Ongoing & future experiments on these rare hyperon decays can offer
useful information on possible NP effects which is complementary to 
that gained from the kaon sector. 
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